Microrheology, the study of flow at the microscopic scale, has benefited immensely from a variety of optical micromanipulation techniques developed over the past two decades. However, very few present procedures allow the rapid measurement of the viscoelastic properties of fluid samples with volumes on the order of tens of picolitres over a wide frequency range. We detail preliminary construction and analysis of an active rotational microrheological method which promises to achieve this.
INTRODUCTION
Microrheology is the branch of fluid studies concerned with the behaviour of complex fluids on the microscopic scale, where the interplay of multiple characteristic length scales can lead to novel effects. In particular, many fluids, for a variety of reasons, show viscoelastic behaviour; that is, they exhibit a characteristic ability to dissipate or store mechanical energy when perturbed. Viscoelastic properties are of interest across science and industry. Biological fluids often display complex behaviour, and important industrial liquids, especially colloids and suspensions such as paint and chocolate, have viscoelastic properties. 3 The union of microrheology and optical micromanipulation was perhaps inevitable given the excellent control and high-resolution force and displacement measurements that may be achieved with the latter. The single beam gradient force trap, commonly known as optical tweezers, is a notable contributor to the field of microrheology, as evidenced by a slew of reviews published since they were first described in 1986. 1, 3, 4, 6 Optical trapping may be achieved in the diffraction-limited focal region of a strongly convergent light beam.
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In the small-particle regime the trapping force may be considered to be the attractive interaction between the time-averaged radiation field and an induced electric dipole moment, or as an entropic effect arising from the associated free energy gradient, whilst for particles which are large in comparison to the wavelength of the illuminating light it is more intuitive to consider refraction and conservation of momentum as the origins of the force.
Brownian motion or the angular diffusion of a particle, 8, 9 whilst active techniques require the external excitation of the probe, either by displacement of the trap centre 10, 11 or application of a constant torque to an intrinsically or shape birefringent particle by illumination with circularly polarised light. [12] [13] [14] 16 However, all of these methods would encounter difficulties in rapidly resolving the local viscoelastic properties of a small ( 10 −8 m 3 ) sample of fluid across a wide frequency range (bandwidths on the order of 10 3 Hz).
Here we report the demonstration of an active rotational technique which promises to fill this gap by generalising the microrheological methods of Funk et al.
14 and Bishop et al. 12 Preliminary investigations performed in a dual-beam optical trap with vaterite probe particles show that this rotational microrheology will be capable of achieving high accuracy.
MODELLING VISCOELASTIC FLUIDS
The defining characteristic of a simple Newtonian fluid is its inability to support a finite non-zero strain whilst placed under constant stress, whereas an elastic solid will deform to give a strain which increases approximately linearly with the stress for small values of the latter (á la Hooke and Young). Viscoelastic materials occupy the middle ground, deforming whilst maintaining a finite non-zero strain in response to a constant stress. Thus it is clear that under the application of an oscillatory strain the elastic response of a system will remain in phase, whilst the viscous response lags behind by π/2. This motivates the introduction of the complex shear modulus,
, which relates the applied shear strain to the resulting stress or vice versa.
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The real and imaginary components of G * are both frequency-dependent functions which describe the relative ability to either store (real) or dissipate (imaginary) energy within the medium, so are termed the storage and loss moduli respectively. Since the present behaviour of a fluid may not depend on its future state the possible values of these moduli are constrained by the Kramers-Kronig relations. 15 We may calculate G * from experimental data by considering the motion of a probe particle suspended in the viscoelastic fluid. To do so requires several reasonable physically-motivated assumptions to be made, as discussed further below.
Thermal Motion and the Generalised Langevin Equation
A particle undergoing Brownian motion in a viscoelastic fluid has present behaviour which is a function of, in principle, all past behaviours of the particle and fluid.
3 When considering axisymmetric particles held in optical tweezers we may neglect centre-of-mass translation and analyse the rotational Brownian motion about the beam axis. For an angularly diffusing uniaxial birefringent sphere we have the simplified scalar generalised Langevin equation Eqn. (1) , where it is convenient to choose the azimuthal angle φ to be the angle between the polarisation of the trapping beam and the optic axis.
The Hookean restoring torque −χφ and Brownian torque τ T compete with the viscoelastic memory function ζ to determine the dynamics of the particle with moment of inertia I about the beam axis.
We employ synthetically grown vaterite probe particles. These nanocrystal aggregates have a non-trivial internal structure which results in uniaxial birefringent spheres with radii, a, in the range of 2 to 10 microns with n e = 1.650 and n o = 1.550. 17 As a metastable polymorph of calcium carbonate (µ-CaCO 3 ) vaterite must often be coated with a silica/organosilica layer to extend its useful lifetime. This presents opportunities to tailor coatings for particular applications by surface functionalisation.
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To calibrate the angular trap stiffness we exploit the equipartition theorem, as is usual for the linear case. Here we monitor angular displacement about a single axis, whence
with angle brackets indicating a time average and k B being Boltzmann's constant.
At this stage we may introduce the normalised angular position autocorrelation function (NAPAF), Eqn. (3), which is experimentally measurable. Due to the persistent statistical properties of Brownian motion this is a function only of the delay time t and not the absolute times t over which the average is taken.
By analogy with Preece et al. 11 we obtain the autocorrelation function in the Laplace domain,
where we made use of the time average of Eqn.
(1) and the trivial time dependence of Brownian statistics at constant temperature. If one then supposes the bulk time-dependent viscosity η(t) frequency response is proportional to the microscopic memory function,ζ(s) = 8πa 3η (s), Eqn. (4) may be recast as Eqn. (5). This procedure was first proposed for rectilinear measurements by Mason and Weitz, 15 and elaborated on in the rotational case by Cheng and Mason.
Eqn. (5) is analytically continued by substituting s = iω to give the full complex shear modulus G * (ω) = iωη(iω). In this way the Laplace transform of the NAPAF,Ā(s), is converted to a Fourier transform,Ã(ω). This is desirable because it bypasses the need to numerically calculate Laplace and inverse Laplace transforms, avoiding possible convergence issues associated with discrete data sets.
In the majority of cases of interest the probe particle is small and flow is deep in the laminar regime where viscous effects dominate, so it is reasonable to neglect the term containing I and proceed with calculating G * on the basis of the experimentally-measured NAPAF. 19 The exception is at extremely high frequencies, where inertial effects become significant. This regime is beyond the range of our experimental data.
Excitation of Probe Rotation
Our analysis presented to this point generalises the analyses of centre-of-mass Brownian motion presented by many authors. 11, 15 The novel contribution of our experiment is to investigate the complex shear modulus over a wide frequency range by optically exciting the rotation of the probe particle. A sudden torque is applied by rotating the trap polarisation angle by π/4 over a timescale governed by the rise time of the acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) employed, as discussed below and in Fig. 1 .
Whilst monitoring Brownian motion is extremely useful for determining the trap stiffness and the highfrequency complex shear modulus, it is fundamentally limited by the fact that the presence of a trap constrains the particle to making only small excursions from the equilibrium point. The low-frequency behaviour of the fluid is therefore difficult to determine. One method employed to overcome this is to actively excite the particle, whence our desire to investigate active rotational microrheology.
A key function when discussing the switching between trap polarisations is the effective angular potential, V (φ), which is given by the work done by the torque exerted on the particle through some angular displacement. The physical mechanism responsible for this torque is conservation of angular momentum: as light is transmitted by the probe the ordinary and extraordinary polarisations experience different phase retardations, leading to a change in the ellipticity of the polarisation and thus a net change in the angular momentum of the electromagnetic field. 20 We may experimentally determine the form of this potential at a given temperature by investigating the distribution of angular positions, ρ(φ), attained through Brownian motion, under the assumption that they are drawn from a Boltzmann distribution.
For the purposes of our theoretical treatment we proceed with the assumption that the torque exerted on a trapped particle is essentially linear over the range |φ| ∈ [0,
. Clearly this cannot be exactly true, since the effective angular potential must be periodic in 2φ, but it is anticipated that the particle will relax into the accepted linear regime rapidly.
The assumption of linearity allows us to adapt the analysis of Preece et al., in whose experiments a particle is actively transferred between two spatial light modulator (SLM) controlled traps with displaced foci.
11 Since this is also treated with the generalised Langevin equation (1) the rotational microrheological procedure we employ is entirely analogous, within the bounds of our assumptions. Thus we immediately arrive at the complex shear modulus
where the angular deviation is defined by
for polarisation rotations of π/4. The angle brackets here denote an average over many measurements because thermal motion continues, unabated by the presence of a larger external force, but without time invariance because of the periodic polarisation flipping.
EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Apparatus
Experiments were performed with a modified optical tweezers apparatus incorporating an interferometer-like AOM-controlled beam path as shown in Fig. 1 .
Rectilinear and angular trapping
Three-dimensional trapping is provided by a CW linearly polarised ytterbium-doped fiber laser (λ = 1064nm, IPG Photonics YLR-5-1064-LP) at a stable output power of 2.1W. After ensuring the polarisation direction is appropriate for equal splitting the beam is passed into an interferometer-like apparatus via polarising beam splitter (PBS). Two shear-wave TeO 2 AOMs (IntraAction DTD-274HA6) provide a means to control the polarisation and total power of light in the recombined beam path. Diffraction efficiencies are satisfactory at approximately (0.60 ± 0.05) to the first order (|m| = 1). Coherent interference between traps is prevented by frequency shifting within the AOM (±27MHz for the m = ±1 orders respectively).
The collinear beams are directed through a high numerical aperture microscope (Olympus 100× NA 1.3 oil-immersion objective and matched condenser) onto a sample held in a welled microscope slide. We monitor the trap power by measuring that of a portion of the beam redirected by a weak reflection prior to the trap.
Monitoring probe orientation
To monitor the angular displacement of vaterite particles we introduce a weak (< 2mW at the trap) circularly polarised collinear HeNe beam (∼ 10mW at λ = 632.8nm, JDS Uniphase 1137P) which undergoes a polarisation shift as it propagates through the microspheres. To minimise any optical forces associated with the probe beam we ensure that it underfills the objective lens, giving a relatively large focal spot. The polarisation shift is recorded by passing the transmitted light through a PBS and collecting the orthogonal components on photodiode detectors. Given the initial circular polarisation it is clear that the transmitted light will be elliptically polarised such that the semi-major axis rotates with the optic axis of the crystal, yielding a sinusoidal oscillation in the signals at each photodetector with a frequency of 2φ. The signal visibility is degraded by the contribution of the semi-minor axis components. Notable differences stem from the need to control linearly polarised beams rather than exert torque by application of circularly polarised light. The remainder of the beam path is optimised for effective AOM control. In particular, the telescopes in the IR beam path was included to prevent aperturing and acoustic wave boundary effects at the AOMs. Waveplates are indicated by A custom software interface developed in National Instruments (NI) LabVIEW is used to control AOM driver signals (synchronised Thurlby-Thandar Instruments TG-5011) and record raw data for both passive and active measurements. The AOM output channel amplitudes may be independently set to between 0 and 10V in order to achieve the desired polarisation and total power at the trap. We achieve a maximum power of approximately 120mW at the trap with 17V peak-to-peak exciting both AOMs at 27MHz.
Method
With our inverted tweezers we are able to easily trap, lift and rotate vaterite microspheres. Natural variation in the particles means that it may take some time to locate a sufficiently spherical and birefringent probe. Once trapped, particles were held tens of diameters from the nearest wall to minimise any external boundary effects. In particular, we note that the angular Faxén's corrections parallel and perpendicular to a boundary with a no-slip condition decay with the inverse cube of the distance from the interface, so are generally negligible even when within one radius of a wall.
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Data were taken at a rate of 8kHz, above which the finite response time of the AOMs and sensors prevents accurate data collection. Brownian motion was monitored in each trap individually to ensure consistency between them. Similarly, the active rotations were performed by beginning with a single-beam trap and switching to superimposed beams. This forward flip is recorded, whilst the rotation back to the original position is not. This is merely a matter of experimental expedience, allowing us to streamline data analysis somewhat, and is not of physical significance. Background noise spectra were recorded to allow corrections to be applied to the remainder of the data. The possible contribution of mechanical noise has been minimised by employing an inverted trap, allowing components to be mounted close to the floated optical bench.
Real-time data analysis and display was performed with NI LabVIEW, whilst recorded data were processed with The MathWorks MATLAB software.
RESULTS
The probes employed were found to have diameters of approximately 2a = (3.3 ± 0.3) microns, calculated by comparing their apparent diameters to a known reference. The liquid medium was an aqueous solution from which the vaterite spheres had been precipitated in the manner presented by Vogel et al. 
Observing Angular Trapping
We calculate the power spectra, F (ω), Eqn. (10), of trapped spheres directly from experimental data. The resulting spectra are then averaged over windows of 2 6 points to produce Fig. 2 . To limit the potential impact of mechanical or electrical noise we subtract the vaterite-free frequency spectrumñ from each trial before calculating the power spectra.
The signature of free Brownian motion is a power spectrum with ω −2 dependence, because the (essentially) Gaussian white-noise thermal torques (or forces) are time-integrated to give the measured displacements.
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Trapped particles in a viscous fluid diffuse such that the power spectrum is Lorentzian, with a plateau at low Figure 2 . The power spectra calculated for Brownian motion of a trapped vaterite sphere constrained angularly in a linearly polarised beam. A and B show traps generated with AOM1 active, whilst C and D correspond to AOM2, with the left column being low power (20mW) and the right high (60mW). Note that the scales for each power are different. That we see the same four peaks in all figures indicates the presence of some noise component which is not present in the absence of a trapped sphere. Since the the inclusion of a massive solid body allows for hydrodynamic flow, vibrations etc. that are otherwise absent we might expect the particle-fluid system to couple to mechanical vibrations in a way that the fluid alone will not. Despite this, the power spectra are consistent with expectations for Brownian motion in a harmonic potential. In particular, note the presence of a Lorentzian shoulder in A and C; this may be seen to a lesser degree in B and D, shifted to slightly lower frequencies in B. In both of the latter the gradient change is masked somewhat by the presence of noise. Raw data were averaged over 2 14 windows to produce these spectra.
-50 0 50 Normalised Angular Displacement (4/var (4)) 100 Figure 3 . The effective angular potential due to the birefringence-mediated torque exerted on the vaterite probes, as calculated by assumption of thermal equilibrium and Boltzmann statistics. This is clearly harmonic in the region of interest, which validates our assumption of the existence of a Hookean restoring torque −χφ. We find that the potential is not due to Gaussian-distributed noise by comparison with background noise measurements. Data were sampled for one minute at 20mW trapping power and binned to produce the probability density curve (∼ 10 5 points into 10 4 bins).
frequencies followed by a roll-off at some corner frequency (on a logarithmic plot), due to the trap restoring force. We observe these characteristics in Fig. 2 , indicating that the particles do indeed experience an optical restoring torque.
We may obtain more information about the angular potentials through Eqn. (7). Plotting these distributions gives Fig. 3 . These data give experimental confirmation of the linearity of the restoring torque provided by the anisotropy of the probe and therefore validate the inclusion of the −χφ term in our generalised Langevin equation model, Eqn. (1) . Note that this linearity persists for many standard deviations from the trap centre.
The presence of an angular trap is also confirmed by measurements of the normalised mean squared angular displacement (NMSAD), B, Eqn. (11) . For short times, t , this should be essentially diffusive (exponential growth), whilst at longer delays the trapping potential causes the NMSAD to plateau. Fig. 4 shows that our data are characterised by a plateau beginning at relatively short lag times, indicating that the angular stiffness is quite large.
These data unambiguously confirm our ability to angularly trap birefringent spheres with linearly polarised light generated by superposition of orthogonally-polarised beams. They also validate the assumption that the optical restoring torque is approximately harmonic for small angular displacements from the equilibrium position.
Driven Motion
The active microrheological portion of the experiment was analysed by considering only trap displacements in a single direction (i.e. clockwise or anticlockwise rotations exclusively). This ensured that we are able to fully account for any variation in the angular trap stiffness of the superimposed IR beams compared to each beam individually. The full timeseries data were divided into portions corresponding to one flip each, and these were then independently normalised before being averaged to calculate Φ(t). A typical result is given in Fig. 5 .
These polarisation rotations were repeatable and well-controlled, with the AOM driver signals being updated sufficiently rapidly that no change in the linear trapping force was directly noticeable. . The normalised mean squared angular displacement (NMSAD) measured for a particle trapped at 20mW. This displays the short-time diffusive behaviour expected of a free particle in a viscous fluid, and the plateau beyond this is characteristic of constrained angular motion due to the trap. Figure 5 . The relaxation of a particle into an angular trap at π/4 relative to its previous orientation. This trace was generated by segmenting data taken at 20mW into regions corresponding to a single displacement event, normalising each region independently and averaging over the results, as in Eqn. (9) . For a purely viscous fluid such as water we expect to see an exponential decay of the angular position toward the new equilibrium point. This is clearly observed. The smoothing of the initial motion away from the original equilibrium point is due in part to the fact that the fluid acts as a low-pass filter, preventing high-frequency torque components from contributing to the motion of the particle. This may be exacerbated by the averaging procedure.
Excitation of a particle rotation in this manner also readily reveals whether the probe possesses significant asphericity, allowing a rapid, albeit subjective, assessment of data quality to be made. Since the sphere radius approaches the wavelength of the illumination it is difficult to determine if a given vaterite particle is sufficiently spherical purely by optically imaging it, so this secondary check is of immense benefit to the experimentalist.
In principle the data presented in Fig. (5) are sufficient to accurately determine the low-frequency complex shear modulus. However, as previously mentioned, the fidelity of the orientation monitoring scheme requires improvement before accurate quantitative data can be collected.
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that the active rotational microrheological procedure is able to be experimentally performed, even though the analysis thereof remains largely qualitative at the current time. Experimental results indicate that the technique will likely be capable of measuring viscoelastic properties after further refinement of the control software, experimental apparatus and analysis techniques.
For accurate determination of angle to be realised it is necessary to first calibrate the detection system using a simple and repeatable protocol. With this completed the trap stiffness will be self-calibrated, even in strongly viscoelastic fluids, by the equipartition theorem, as in Eqn. (2) .
We are in the process of remodelling the probe beam detection system to minimise the potential impacts of intensity fluctuations caused by the rectilinear Brownian motion of the trapped particle.
Even with an ideal detection system one must design a calibration procedure which is robust, so as to ensure that natural variations in the size, shape and optical properties of the probes do not adversely effect its validity. As mentioned previously, the signal at the photodetectors is expected to vary twice as rapidly as the transmitted polarisation ellipse rotates, so we can distinguish angular positions uniquely only within a π/2 window. Our proposed calibration method therefore consists of manipulating the IR beam polarisation so as to rotate the sphere through this range in discrete steps, pausing to allow the material to relax into each new equilibrium position. The time-averaged detector powers corresponding to each position will then allow the interpolation of a unique angle given a particular signal.
This method has the advantage of accounting for differences between individual microspheres whilst retaining wide generality and reproducibility, since it is relatively easily computer-controlled. Its scope of applicability is compromised only in the limit of immensely viscoelastic materials with relaxation times much longer than commonly encountered, since these will not reach equilibrium within a feasible time frame.
CONCLUSIONS
We have experimentally demonstrated the ability to trap and manipulate a microscopic vaterite spherulite in linearly polarised light, controlling both the centre-of-mass position and orientation about the beam axis. This system was passively monitored to gain information about the angular Brownian motion of the probe, confirming the presence and harmonicity of the angular trap. Furthermore, the excitation of rotations by rapid displacement of the trap polarisation has been successfully observed.
